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Report from Bangkok

by Sophie Pachisawat Tanapura

The Kra Canal keeps moving forward
And a group ofJapanese industrialists appears determined to
become involved.
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updated report on the economic and
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financial feasibility of the project on

name of Japan Project-Industry Coun

Dec. 3.

cil or J APIC initiated the idea of riding

Prem is known for being cautious
and noncommittal. His showing any
sign of approval for a project as con

Last year, under the previous Prem

out the world economic crisis by

troversial as the Kra Canal indicates a

government, Pakdee Tanapura, chief

launching more than 20 domestic

generally favorable inclination on the
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infrastructure projects such as the
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Foundation in Bangkok, was called

Kensai International Airport, in an at

structure project. It is believed that the

upon by the Thai parliament to pro

Royal Thai Navy will back the proj

vide information on the scope of the

tempt to keep Japanese construction
companies afloat and working.

Kra Canal project and its potential im

ect.
Prem's hometown happens to be

pact on the Thai economy. Three years

Songkhla, the port/university town in
the south, most discussed as the suit

of persistent campaigning around this
great project by the Bangkok offices

able site for expansion into an Asia

of the FEF and EIR have opened the

port, should route 5A be chosen for
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the canal's construction.
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Songkhla Asia-port will be able to

60

land. Many prominent people are being

S igns of approval of the Kra Canal

cific and Indian Ocean basins.

However, since Japan is depen
dent on other countries as markets for
finished products as well as for raw
materials, the focus on domestic de
velopment can only work temporari
Iy. It would not ensure Japan a way
out of the world economic depression
in the long run.
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both nationwide and international.
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Following the conference, a Kra
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Canal Commission was created in the

center of over 1.2 billion people, who
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the development of the Third World.
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Thai great infrastructure project is
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